
Virtual Team Activities



Virtual Teambuilding

Keeping your team motivated remotely can be a challenging task, and in order to be successful over the coming months we 
must look for new ways to engage remote employees so they are able to collaborate effectively with other team members. It is 

now more important than ever to keep wellness and mental health of colleagues at the forefront. 

So, how can you bridge the virtual gap and bring your team together?

The best solution to help establish good working relationships whilst employees are working from home is to introduce remote 
team activities to help keep everyone proactive, build viable relationships and provide an atmosphere of trust and support.

We have a number of interactive virtual team activities designed to encourage teamwork all of which can be totally 
customised to suit your objectives, audience and brand. Whichever activity you pick, we will make sure it is the perfect fit.

Our teambuilding activities are fun, engaging and exciting!

All of our team building games are jam packed with fun and entertaining elements, and they really encourage competitiveness, 
excellent communication and strong teamwork.

Get in touch with Uptown Events today!
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Ali G In Da House Quiz



Ali G In Da House Quiz

Event Overview:

The 'In Da House Quiz’ is a live, interactive zoom-based game show, open to your guests by

invitation, and presented by actor, comedian, and Ali G impersonator - Dani B (a.s seen on

channel 4’s comedy ’Lookalikes’ and Ladbible’s viral wedding video)

What Happens on the Day?

The event opens with a brief comedy monologue, including some personalised messages to

the hosting family/ birthday boy etc. The rounds that follow can include ‘name dat track’,

‘true or false’ and ‘da price is aiii’ amongst others. It typically finishes with a scavenger hunt for

household items. A personalised round on Trivia about the hosting family is also optional and

the character interacts with the players throughout.

The duration is approx. 60 mins, and the only thing players need to participate is a pen and

paper for score keeping. There is no swearing in the act however there are adult themes in the

humour. So, if a large proportion of the guests are of an age group who wouldn't be
permitted watch the original Ali G show at home, then this act may not be appropriate.
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Around The World In 80 Minutes



Around The World In 80 minutes

Event Overview

Based on the book by Jules Verne we have taken the challenge given to Phileas Fogg and

created a world travelling, fun and competitive virtual event. Starting in London, the aim is to

get through the challenges as quick as you can, in a race against your other teams and time!

Who will rush around the world first and be declared the winners?

What Happens on the Day?

Each person taking part in the activity will receive a link via email to a meeting on Zoom (or

other online platform). Once logged on, we will allocate people into their teams and brief the

group on the activity. All teams are setting off from London and to move on from each

country, teams must complete a series of questions and set challenges. For example questions

can be around the country general knowledge and challenges will vary from finding items in

your teams houses to performing tasks. Teams will receive points for the questions they answer

as well as the tasks they complete. Each team will be assigned a separate break out room

where they'll be able to talk to each other about the challenges and confer on answers;

before teams send across their answers and challenges through our platform and email. The

group will be able to see an interactive map that will show which country all the teams are in.

It is a race against the other teams! The first team to make it around the world and arrive in

London first win the bonus points and will be crowned the winners!
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At The Races



At The Races

Event Overview

At the Races, is a popular virtual activity, offering a fun filled race afternoon or evening, which

brings all the excitement of a day at the races to your event. Using ‘Fun Money’ & our themed

race programme you will be guided through the racing action. The event can be run as a

team competition or on individual merit. All the action takes place in our themed virtual

paddock, with our virtual ‘bookie’ hosting each race.

What Happens on the Day?

The experience starts with an intro from our themed ‘bookie’. He’ll explain the rules, the odds,

and the form of the horses for each race. Equipped with betting slips and fun money teams

now decide which horse to back before they place their bets. When all bets are made, the

race is run with full commentary. Each race is a close finish. Your audience will be in fits of

excitement cheering on their runner. When the race is run, winners head back to the tote to

collect their winnings. It’s then onto the next race! Virtual horse racing is a close as it gets to the

real thing. It’s an experience that’s ideal to connect people in an immersive, pure fun team

experience.
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Bake Off



Bake Off

Event Overview

Team stuck at home? Don’t worry, we’ll come to you! This is a home digital bake, where

we send all the ingredients and recipes you need through the post, and a head baker

hosts you and your team for a very special baking event. We sort out all the fuss. All you

need to do is get in the competitive baking spirit! Are you ready to roll up your sleeves, put

on your apron, and get cracking?

What Happens on the Day?

We will arrange a date and time for us to lead a live zoom feed, where a Head Baker will

host you for a very special bake along and talk your team through the bake, complete

with a judging at the end and a prize for the winner! There a number of different bakes to

choose from including, eclairs, millionaire shortbread, jammie dodgers, chocolate mini rolls

and a giant Millie's style cookie.

Example Package: Giant Millie’s Style Cookie

• Head baker

• Dry ingredients weighed and packed 

• Method card (branded with logo)

• 2 hours

• Delivery of ingredients box
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Beat The Tribe



Beat The Tribe

Event Overview

Based on the Musical Stomp, this activity is a great way to connect teams using individual

musical performances from household items, which will be produced into a memorable

bespoke video ready to show at your next virtual meeting or share with your colleagues.

What Happens on the Day?

Teams get creative with using their household items to create musical instruments such as

from pots, pans and wooden spoons! Once each person has found and created their

favourite instrument, they will be directed to a dedicated website which will have our

follow along video tutorials from the famous David Wise, cult legend who created the

famous theme tune from the game Donkey Kong. Once individuals have viewed the

videos and chosen their difficulty level, they will be ready to record their beat. Fancy dress,

pets, and different backgrounds / other themes are all encouraged, the more creative the

better! Once everyone has recorded their session, our team will work on piecing together

all the videos to become one overall group percussion performance. We will personalise

and bespoke the start and end piece, ready to show at your next meeting, event or have

to keep to remind us when we had to stay at home to keep everyone safe.

Watch an example here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUOk260OlPw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUOk260OlPw
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Cocktail Making



Cocktail Masterclass:

Whether you are learning a new skill or engaging with your friends, clients or colleagues, this virtual event is the perfect end to a
day spent in lockdown. Uptown Events will send out a hamper to each guest before the event, containing all the ingredients
required. Hosted by our master mixologist, we will take you through the steps to recreate iconic cocktails and mocktails, as well as
giving you the chance to create you’re very own cocktail.



Example of box sent to previous client:



Sustainable Brown Packaging:



Premium Box:



Premium Box with Branding:



Example Menu Cards
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Comedy Show



Comedy Show

Event Overview:

Choose your favourite chair, sit back, relax, pour a drink, all you have to do is Laugh Out

Loud! As so many of us are spending more of our days attending virtual work meetings,

we've found it's an important time to add an element of fun, surprise and energy. And

there's no pressure to say anything, just kick back and have a laugh!

What Happens on the Day?

Comedy shows include all tech required, virtual private link is sent in advance, intro and

outro with music and host, plus four performances from professional stand up

comedians. Comedians will perform live from their homes, and the show length is 60

minutes. Shows can be personalised with music requests, photo montages and personal

shout outs etc. Comedy A Listers include all the usual household comedy names and

stars of Hit TV Shows such as The Last Leg, Have I Got News For You, Mock The Week, 8

Out Of 10 Cats, Live At The Apollo'

Please CLICK HERE to see a demo video.

https://youtu.be/4QLyLmIZmcI
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Cookery Class



Cookery Class

Event Overview:

Our virtual team building cookery events ensure that individuals working remotely are

still able to have social interaction with team members, clients, or the organisation as

a whole. Our aim is to create wonderful memories for your group, share laughter, and

have fun all from the comfort of your own home. Cook together, eat together and

most importantly continue to strengthen your team bond together.

What Happens on the Day?

Sign your group up for one of our live, interactive digital classes, and we’ll send

participants a recipe card and prep sheet (complete with shopping and equipment

lists), so everyone can be ready to go when they log into the session via Zoom. During

the class, a highly qualified chef will walk your group through the recipe steps and

cook along with you, answering any questions along the way. Events are fully flexible

and built around your needs.
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DIY Doughnut Masterclass



DIY Doughnut Masterclass

Event Overview:

Bring some excitement to your Virtual Meetings and Events this 2021! Decorate, design

(and devour!) Your very own doughnuts, alongside the pros!

What Happens on the Day?

Watch, learn and get stuck in as you are guided through the art of designing a unique

Doughnut Time doughnut using your very own DIY Kit! Masterclasses include a DIY Kit and a

45 minute group video conference and tutorial. You’ll be taught skills and techniques to

make some of their classic menu favourites, before letting you lose to decorate your very

own 4 pack of doughnuts. A Winner will then be chosen and they will be sent a special

prize directly to their door!
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Drag Bingo



Drag Bingo

The Globe Girls are a captivating collection of drag artists which is so much more than just

some cheesy entertainment. The Globe Girls create a totally different concept to the world

of drag and entertainment. The Globe Girls have travelled throughout the UK and

Internationally, providing the perfect mix of sophisticated humour, fun and glamour. Using

an online platform of your choice to host the bingo session, your group will be sent a link

pre-event to join, along with their unique set of bingo cards! They will be sure to get

peoples cameras turned on within minutes of them being on the screen.

Package Includes:

• 3 x Globe Girls 

• Dance Routines

• Game of BINGO

• Fun Prizes (posted to winners)

• Sound Operator

• Sound System and Microphones

• Backdrop

• Duration: 60 mins
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Escape Room



Escape the Virtual Room

Event Overview

This is a highly engaging activity which will see teams having to work together, problem solve

and communicate to escape the virtual room! Working in remote teams, they will need to

unpick evidence, unravel cryptic clues and avoid the curveballs that will be thrown at them

along the way!

What Happens on the Day?

Hosted via video conference, our virtual event manager will brief the group on the activity.

Choose from a number of different rooms that teams must virtually break out of before they run

out of time. Participants will work their way through a myriad of clues by tapping on the

objects throughout the room. There's a huge variety of content to keep teams engaged.

Teams will need to unlock tasks, challenges and codes in order to break free! They must

progress through the stages of the game as quickly as they can, while correctly completing

questions and challenges as they go. Teams who employ a thoughtful strategy and manage

their time carefully shall prevail. The aim of the game is simple; solve the clues to crack the

code and break free, all before you run out of time.

Please client here for a demo video: https://vimeo.com/499394920/6149bf4f67

https://vimeo.com/499394920/6149bf4f67
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European Tour



European Tour

Event Overview

Travel across the different countries of Europe from the comfort of your own home in our

European Tour in our travelling, fun and competitive virtual event. Starting in Honningsvag the

most northern town in Norway, travelling through European countries all the way to Faro in

Portugal. The aim is to get through the challenges as quick as you can, in a race against your

other teams and time! Who will dash across Europe first and be declared the winners?

What Happens on the Day?

Each person taking part in the activity will receive a link via email to a meeting on Zoom (or

other online platform). Once logged on, we will allocate people into their teams and brief the

group on the activity. In order to move on from each country, teams must complete a series of

questions and set challenges. For example questions can be around the country general

knowledge and challenges will vary from finding items in your teams houses to performing tasks.

Teams will receive points for the questions they answer as well as the tasks they complete. Each

team will be assigned a separate break out room where they'll be able to talk to each other

about the challenges and confer on answers; before teams send across their answers and

challenges through our platform and email. The group will be able to see an interactive map

that will show which country all the teams are in. It is a race against the other teams, and the

team with the most points will be crowned the winners!
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Flavour Explorer Experience



Flavour Explorer Experience

Event Overview

Let us take you on a journey of flavour discovery as we baffle your taste buds and blow your

senses. From taste changing powders to eye boggling experiments you’ll discover your

personal flavour profile and learn what makes your taste buds tick. Join us for this interactive

experience as we guide you through 20+ multi-sensory flavour experiments. Discover why you

love some foods and hate others. Can a piece of music really change the way your food

tastes? Can you smell inside your mouth? What does blue taste like? All this and more will be

revealed as we journey through your five senses and craft a unique profile built on your own

flavour experiences.

What Happens on the Day?

Delivered straight to your door, our flavour explorer boxes are the gateway to your

personalised flavour journey. A Supertaster test, a magical milkshake powder, a flavour

tripping sweet silencer and an evaporated snack - Each box contains 16 individual packets

containing a variety of flavours, taste tricks and amazing experiments that we use to build your

unique flavour profile.

There is also the option to add in a pre-made cocktail into each box. We’ve hand-picked a

selection of different cocktails based on their flavour profiles, all guests need are a glass, ice

and a garnish (optional). We can also offer a branded sleeve that goes round the outside of

the box and also a branded profile card (in the box).
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Gold Rush Race



Gold Rush Race

Event Overview

The year is 1848 and Gold has been discovered in California by James W. Marshall. You and

your team are eager to get your hands on the gold so together, you'll need to solve clues and

challenges to move your way across the states of America. Starting in New York, the aim to get

through the challenges as quick as you can, in a race against your other teams and time! Who

will be the Gold Rush Race winners?

What Happens on the Day?

Each person taking part in the game will receive a link via email to a meeting on Zoom (or

other online platforms available). Once logged on, we will allocate people into their teams

and brief the group on the activity. All teams are setting off from New York and to move on

from each state, teams must complete questions and a set team challenge. Each team will be

assigned a separate break out room where they'll be able to talk to each other about the

challenges and confer on answers; before teams send across their answers to their own

specific State master. Different States will have different levels of difficulty and teams will have

to plot their route very carefully. The group will be able to see an interactive map that will show

which state all the teams are in. It is a race against the other teams! The first team to make it

across America and arrive in California first would get the gold and will be crowned the

winners!
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Health and Wellbeing



Health and Wellbeing

Event Overview:

Optimum physical and mental health increase the energy levels, productivity of individuals

and increases the effectiveness of teams. During these virtual nutrition workshops we will

encourage and promote health and well-being through cooking. Inspire your team to

adopt a healthy lifestyle with some simple techniques for nutritious eating whilst having a lot

of fun together virtually.

Health and Wellbeing Cookery:

Inspire your team to adopt a healthy lifestyle with some simple techniques for nutritious

eating whilst having a lot of fun together whilst incorporating cookery skills to protect our

world.

Healthy Heart Cookery:

Our healthy heart workshop is the perfect way to relieve stress, focus on a positive mind-set

and learn what nutrition our body needs.

Sushi Making:

This is a great activity if you want to give your team a unique virtual cooking experience

whilst learning new skills. We will deliver Sushi making kits to the guest homes.



Wellness Workshops

Event Overview:

In the mist of busy lives, it's important we take a minute to think about us and our well being. We

have a wide range of workshops and classes to participate in, for teams or individuals who

want to start, end or break up the working day in a relaxed and healthy way.

What Happens on the Day?

There is no need for us to explain the benefits of these wellness workshops since they are all well

known. Here the difference is that you will have a live session where your instructor will guide

you through the class.

Some of our popular wellness workshops include:

• Sleep Workshop

• Stress Seminar

• Resilience Training

• Nutritional Workshop

• Fitness Classes

• Online Yoga

• Mental Health/ Wellness Webinars (Uptown can source celebrity speakers to host the session)

• Fitness HIT programme
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Jungle Contest



Jungle Contest

Event Overview

Hosted by our resident compere, we welcome you to the jungle. The event involves a number

of nail biting challenges including crunchy critters!

What Happens on the Day?

Prior to the event date, we will send everyone a party pack of mystery goodies directly to

their home or office, with everything they need to take part in each round. On the day, our

jungle host will welcome everyone onto the platform via zoom (or other similar virtual

platforms). We encourage guests to dress up to keep in the theme of the event. The best

outfit instantly wins bonus points! After a briefing, and dividing the group into smaller more

manageable teams, the games will begin! Teams go head to head on each trial. Some tasks

are team based, others have a nominated player to go against your peers. Your challenges

will include Dash n Grab, Mini Record Breakers, Jungle Trial Challenges, Outback Shack

Challenges, Celebrity Quiz and Creative Challenges. On completion of each challenge, the

winning team take the points, and get to nominate a player who has to take on a live critter

crunch! The event conclude with the crowning of the kings or queens of the jungle!
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Let It Glow



Let It Glow

Event Overview

Guests join our expert artistic host on zoom (or other platforms available). Together we will

then brighten up our homes and offices by creating a your very own bespoke neon style

sign using light-up electro luminous wire.

What Happens on the Day?

We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing mount boards, fixings, neon wire

and instructions with information on how guests can prepare their image in advance if

they’d like to (although they can also come up with ideas during the workshop if they

prefer.) Each person will have the freedom to create their own design, with guidance

from our tutor, so that the group can enjoy the shared experience of learning a new skill

together while coming up with their own personalised project. At the end of the activity,

guests can then choose to show their works of art and, as an optional competitive

element, we can judge a winner and send out a prize in the post.
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Live Actor Murder Mystery



Live Actor Murder Mystery

Event Overview

From the writers of Channel 5’s ‘Celebrity Murder Mystery’ - the perfect way to celebrate

a special occasion wherever you are around the world. Because they are live & hosted,

there is a real sense of being together despite being virtual. Guests participate with things

to see, hear, read & do. There’s really something for everyone.

What Happens on the Day?

Imagine Agatha Christie meets Cluedo & touch of Knives Out. You are the player in a

world of mystery and intrigue. Guests receive a ‘pre-murder pack’ which includes a

personalised plot outline, a video/audio message from a costumed character, plot &

character information, a virtual backdrop & a Zoom / Teams invite. No special equipment

or props are needed. All guests are involved in working out the murders that you see ‘live’,

while the more extrovert may choose a speaking character. Everyone decides Whodunit.

Our lively hosts ensure your party stays on track & make it fun and energised. Our shows

are made up of very carefully constructed scripts. This means we pack them full of twists,

turns and lots of jokes, puns and one liners and nothing is left to chance. We are deadly

serious about comedy.
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Master of Tasks



Master of Tasks

Event Overview

This virtual activity is inspired by popular TV show Taskmaster. Our activity challenges teams

with a hilarious selection of team games that will literally have your people in stitches of

laughter. The games come in all shapes and sizes, and are only revealed when teams open

each golden challenge envelope. There’s absolutely something for everyone, with the name

of the game being good old fashioned fun.

What Happens on the Day?

The event is hosted by a professional comedic online compere who will play the role of the

Master of Tasks, so it’s you vs them! They will also judge each round and allocate winning

points. The event starts by teams selecting their first challenge. The task can either be a live

challenge or a practice challenge. Live challenges take place straight away meaning the

team have to think quickly on their feet. Practice challenges give the group 10 minutes to plan

their strategy. The games are so varied you will literally not know what’s coming next.
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Mind Reading Show



Mind Reading Show

Bring your team together to witness an incredible mind reader and mentalist. This

interactive show is guaranteed to enthrall, amaze and leave everybody guessing

how it can be done! This slick performance is delivered with razor sharp wit and a

deceptive mind, engaging with every member of the audience to make the show

fully interactive. We can also offer an online Mind Class, teaching the secret art of

body language, influence and persuasion, lie detection and negotiation

techniques.

Please CLICK HERE to see a demo video.

https://vimeo.com/438932393/cfb6606010
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Murder Mystery



Virtual Murder Mystery

Event Overview

Prepare for a gripping hour of mystery and murder. You’ll be on the edge of your seat as the

plot thickens! This is a brilliant virtual option for fun team-building events, an activity that will

have your group trying to solve the mystery in an highly interactive problem-solving activity

designed to test your crime-solving skills. Teams will need to work together to unlock and

examine key evidence such as witness statements and suspect interviews, using augmented

reality to reveal hidden information along the way. Teams will explore the crime scene via an

interactive map, having to complete tasks and challenges which will help them acquire

evidence and assist with the investigation.

What Happens on the Day?

Hosted via video conference, our virtual event manager will set the scene with a tense virtual

briefing, giving teams as much information as possible about the crime. Teams will then be

faced with a series of witness cards and a floor plan of Cadaver Manor. You’ll work your way

through a myriad of clues by tapping on the different rooms and witness cards throughout the

game. You must examine evidence and liaise with key witnesses in order to piece together the

sequence of events that unfolded at Cadaver Manor. There is a real sense of urgency in this

case to start ruling out suspects and catch the killer. The aim of the game is simple; piece

together the evidence, catch a killer and solve the crime, all before you run out of time.
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Musical Bingo



Musical Bingo

Event Overview

Virtual musical bingo is a fun and unique activity that will help to ensure you and your

employees stay motivated. We have been able to make a virtual version of musical

bingo where songs are played instead of numbers.

What Happens on the Day?

Teams will be invited to a zoom (or similar) online webinar programme where they will

be welcomed by our bingo host. After a briefing, our team of event managers will

divide the group into teams and put them into separate breakout rooms. These

breakout rooms will be your own smaller, more manageable team. In these breakout

rooms, teams will need to work together to solve the bingo card challenge. For

example: Each bingo tile is an anagrams of famous artists or song titles. Teams need to

work out the anagram so they know who they are listening out for to 'dab' off the

answer. Once the challenge is complete, the whole group will be invited back into the

main room, where the music will be played. Teams can communicate through the text

function, and the first team to type BINGO, wins points for that round! The points for the

bingo rounds plus the bonus challenges will be added up throughout, and the activity

will end with a presentation of the scores and prizes sent to the winning team!
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Terrarium Workshop



Terrarium Workshop

Event Overview

Guests join our expert plant geek and escape to his virtual tropical garden! Together we will

then bring a bit of nature indoors by creating a “jarden” - living garden in a jar! We’ll post out

kits in advance of the e-event containing everything needed. Guests will receive a jar,

gravel, soil, tools and everything they need to create their terrarium, as well as a selection of

exotic plants. After a demonstration and some fascinating facts about the history of

terrariums and how they work, guests get their hands dirty!

What Happens on the Day?

Hosted by our expert jardener, guests will be guided through each step from planting

techniques, how to build each layer and how to look after the terrarium afterwards so that

the plants can thrive and eventually take care of themselves! They will learn how each layer

contributes to the overall wellbeing of this self-sustainable eco-system. We’ll also give the

playful guests among the group ideas on how to embellish their terrariums to create their

own jardeners world! They can find things around the house such as mini figures or can go on

a scavenger hunt on their daily walk to forage for mosses, pebbles and twigs. Under the right

conditions, a perfectly balanced closed terrarium could last a lifetime, making them a much

more eco-friendly alternative to cut flowers. (The longest known terrarium has lasted on it's

own for 53 years!) At the end of the activity, guests can present their terrariums and, as an

optional competitive element, we can judge a winner and send out a prize in the post.
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The Virtual Away Day



The Virtual Away Day

Event Overview

We combine our interactive app with video conferencing software to bring you the latest in

collaborative, virtual team building. The aim of the game is simple… Score as many points as

possible before you run out of time! Working in remote teams, you will need to decide upon

the best answer to each question to win maximum points. Playing from any location including

home, participants will use their own devices to answer questions and complete challenges.

Team strategy is the key to winning this challenge; players must communicate and work with

the other remote players in order to progress. All whilst racing against the ticking clock!

What Happens on the Day?

Hosted via video conference, our virtual event manager will brief the group on the game and

divide the group into smaller, more manageable teams. Using your own smartphone devices,

you’ll work your way through board game style challenges by tapping on the different tiles

and working through the challenges to win maximum points. The aim of the game is simple;

work together as quickly as you can to answer all the questions and challenges. The team with

the highest score is the winner!
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Virtual Bear Grylls Survival



Virtual Bear Grylls Survival

Event Overview

Bear’s Priorities of Survival is an engaging virtual experience where team participants are

faced with a mix of creative tasks and challenges putting their survival skills to the test. This

unique and interactive journey is hosted by a BGSA Instructor to facilitate learning, offer

advice and ensure maximum delegate participation throughout the activity. Does your team

have what it takes to survive?

What Happens on the Day?

The experience starts with our BGSA instructor introduces themselves to the group and briefs

the team on the activity. The brief will include why we must never forget the order of our

priorities when stuck in a survival situation. That’s why Bear tells us to: Please Remember What’s

First: Protection > Rescue > Water > Food Teams complete various survival themed tasks &

bonus challenges in order to earn points to determine if they will sink or survive. The activity

culminates with a quiz, combining live questions and pre-recorded video reels to solve the

answers.
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Virtual Candle Creation

Event Overview

Guests learn the heritage craft of candle making and make their own hand made, vegan, soy

wax candles. The candle making business is on fire at the moment, as an interest in self-care,

home décor and room fragrance flourishes. A great edition to the home or gift to a loved one.

What Happens on the Day?

We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing everything needed. Guests will

receive a wax melter, wax, wicks, mould, tin, fragrance, colour and tools. Hosted by our expert

chandler in the virtual candle shop, guests will be guided through each step from preparing

the mould and container, arranging the wick, melting the wax, adding dyes and fragrances,

pouring the melted wax and removing candles from moulds. Guests will make a luxury

container candle, fragranced with beautiful oils, some tea lights and a moulded pillar candle

as well as some tea lights. For an added teambuilding element we can arrange guests into

teams and challenge them to come up with a name and brand for their candles, similar to a

task seen on “the Apprentice”. We can put them into break out rooms where they can talk

privately with their team mates and then pitch their new candle range to the judges and the

rest of the team. At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful set of candles to keep

or give as gifts. They will also get to keep the equipment so they can continue with their new

found candle making skills at home.
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Virtual Chocolate Truffles

Event Overview

Want to learn a new skill and prepare something super tasty for you, your partner or friends with

our virtual chocolate truffle creations. For an hour you and your team will be entertained by our

charismatic Chocolatier, learn new chocolate skills and create some delicious truffles.

What Happens on the Day?

Prior to the event date, each participant will receive a gift box delivery full of delicious

ingredients, personalised welcome note and instructions and other goodies, depending on the

package chosen. Note, participants will just need to purchase fresh cream.

Using the kit, you will be taught how to make the following Isolation Truffles:

• ‘I’m Losing my Marbles’– a delicious dark chocolate truffle, marbled with milk chocolate and

finished off with a dash of white chocolate flakes.

• ‘Honey I’m Still at Home’ – an indulgent milk chocolate truffle, with a honeycomb surprise.

• ‘I’m Going Coconutty’ – a yummy dark chocolate truffle, rolled in coconut and finished with

a sprinkling of raspberry dust.

On the day, we ask all delegates to join us on a Zoom call (or other platforms available) and

set up near your cooking station. We will live link our live chocolatier who will demonstrate the

tutorial from their professional kitchen. Follow all the steps and make sure you prepare

everything to the best of your ability as there is a winning prize at stake!
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Virtual Den of Dragons

Event Overview

Based on the highly successful BBC show ‘Dragons’ Den’, this event is a brilliant way to test

teamwork in a fun and unique environment. In advance of your event everyone receives by

email a challenge pack which contains everything they need for the experience. On the day,

our Evan Davies style host alongside a cast of dragons will welcome everyone onto the

platform via zoom (or other similar virtual platforms). After a briefing, and dividing the group

into smaller more manageable teams of 3-5 people, the games will begin!

What Happens on the Day?

Working together in teams, the group will need to design and create an award winning pitch

based on a product or service. This can be something brand new, linked to your company or

product, or be based on a famous invention. Teams will be working against the clock to

create their pitch, and take into consideration all the fundamentals the dragons will be

looking for, including: budgets, market position, competition, scalability, profit margins, sales

&marketing plan, and maybe even a mini advert! When times up we bring everyone back into

the main space where each team will get their turn to pitch to the infamous dragons. Teams

will be questioned by the Dragons, in either a fun and relaxed setting or if you prefer, serious

format - these ideas might be something you introduce to your company or to the market

after all! Everyone gets to see the different teams pitches which is great for the element of fun

competition, and equally good for sharing broader ideas, innovation and the motivation to

think outside the box.
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Virtual Gameshow Mashup

Event Overview

With the very best selection of our favourite game show style rounds, this is a fully interactive

online team experience will have the group laughing throughout. Our professional comedian

compere will recreate the buzz and energy anyone would associate with a tongue in cheek

TV show.

What Happens on the Day?

Prior to the event date, we will send everyone a party pack of mystery goodies directly to their

home or office, with everything they need to take part in each round. We can add additional

items such as drinks and snacks too - just ask us for more information. On the day, our

comedian host will welcome everyone onto the platform via zoom (or other similar virtual

platforms). After a briefing, and dividing the group into smaller more manageable teams, the

games will begin! Each team will work together to earn points which will be shown on the

rolling leaderboard. Games include a mini Guinness World Record challenge, cake

decorating, true or false, casino wheel of fortune and even a catwalk challenge. The host will

be on hand to judge and score each round, with hilarious jokes and fun along the way. The

experience is designed to create lots of laughter, interactions, communication, and creativity

to work together and score maximum points.
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Virtual Karaoke Party

Having hosted events across the globe for hundreds of thousands of happy party people,

Chrissy now brings her immersive experiences online for companies wanting true connection

and a brilliantly fun time for their team. As a professional singer and comical, energetic host

Chrissy combines her vocal talents with her MC'ing skills to create an interactive online

experience unlike any other, bringing each theme to life with props, graphics and a brilliant

selection of hit songs.

Chrissy hosts several rounds of musical fun that includes karaoke sing-alongs, brilliant dance

offs, name that tune with a live saxophone, rapid fire rounds and random hilarious Chrissy

questions. The games get everyone singing, dancing and interacting in a relaxed and

humorous way, to give people a chance to connect and engage with their colleagues.

Package to Include:

• Your host Chrissy

• Live Saxophonist/ Disco Elf

• Technician

• 1 hour show

CLICK HERE to watch Chrissy’s Ibiza Theme

CLICK HERE to watch Chrissy’s Movie Night Theme

https://vimeo.com/449324298/db8a9d64f9
https://vimeo.com/438592038/952172d0b3
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Virtual Ladder of Success

Event Overview

Welcome to your new job. You and your team have begun work at our new global business -

congratulations! Starting as an intern, together in your teams, you must work your way

through challenges, questions and tasks in a race against time. Once you've completed a

level, you will be promoted into your next job role in another office around the globe. The aim

of the game is to climb the ladder through multiple job roles and international offices within

the company and become the CEO! Who will end up becoming the big boss?

What Happens on the Day?

Each person taking part in the game will receive a link via email to a meeting on Zoom (or

other online platforms available). Once logged on, we will allocate people into their teams

and brief the group on the activity. All teams start off in the job role of an intern and to

progress into their job role, teams must complete questions and a set team challenge. Each

team will be assigned a separate break out room where they'll be able to talk to each other

about the challenges and confer; before teams submit their answers. As roles in the company

increase in seniority and responsibility, the levels of difficulty will increase. The group will be

able to see an interactive map that will show which role all the teams are in and where on

the ladder of success they are. It is a race against the other teams! The first team to work

through all the roles of the company and become CEO first will receive extra points. All the

scores will be totalled up and the winning team will be rewarded with fun prizes.
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Virtual Photobooth

Event Overview

Virtual is the new normal. But have no fear you can still have a photo booth at your

conference, activation or event with our cloud based virtual photo booth. Your guests and

target audience can take part using their own device no matter where they may be in the

world.

Virtual Backgrounds

With our virtual backgrounds we bring the backdrop to the users. No need for green screen

either, our smart background removal technology automatically replaces the user’s

background with yours.

Photo, Boomerang and GIF

Much more than just a photo op. Let users create compelling sharable content with custom

GIFs and boomerangs. All with options for branding and custom overlays.

Fully Branded

Make the booth your own. We can customise the user experience inline with your brand from

the screens to the email and even the domain. Of course the images are also fully branded

too. Our booth becomes your booth.
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Virtual The Apprentice

Event Overview

Based on the highly successful BBC show ‘The Apprentice’, this topical event is a brilliant way

to test team work in a fun and unique virtual environment. The ‘Apprentices’ event has been

specifically designed to test and bring out all the core business attributes in you and your

group, including leadership, delegation, commercial awareness & above all, team work!

What Happens on the Day?

On the day, our Sir Alex Sweetex host and his trusted advisors will welcome everyone onto the

platform via zoom (or other similar virtual platforms). After a briefing, and dividing the group

into smaller more manageable teams of 3-5 people, teams will head into virtual breakout

rooms where they will have an allocated amount of time to communicate, plan, share ideas,

and prepare their business case ready to present back in the virtual boardroom. Teams will all

see the results of each task from each group as they battle it out to see who will make it and

be hired or fired. We can either run the event with one single business challenge or a series of

mini challenges. The event is great fun, different from the norm and an ideal way for teams to

come together, collaborate, interact and create something amazing together.
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Wine Tasting

Event Overview:

Whether you want to treat your staff or impress your top clients, you need the best. Take part in

a fun social, guided online tasting learning about the regions, the grapes and most of all the

story behind every bottle.

What Happens on the Day?

We will work with you to agree a line-up of delicious quality wines, artisan food pairings and will

arrange delivery directly to your guests. The virtual session is a 1.5 hour tasting led by a qualified

wine expert, who will guide you through how to see, swirl, sniff and sip a selection of award

winning wines, as you go from amateur to connoisseur.


